CONEXT 2011 TECHNICAL PROGRAM

Peter Key (Microsoft Research, Cambridge)
Constantine Dovrolis (Georgia Tech)
OVERVIEW

• Keynote: Paul Francis
  
  Death, Taxes, Advertising and Tracking

• 30 papers in 8 sessions

• Panel
  
  Interdisciplinary opportunities for networking researchers

• 3 workshops
  
  • IoTSP 2011 (workshop on Internet of Things and Service Platforms)
  • Special Workshop on the Internet and Disasters
  • Student Workshop
REVIEW PROCESS

• 159 submissions, 672 paper-authors
  • 3 reviews for each paper in 1st stage
  • 109 into 2nd stage (5 reviews)
• 30 papers selected at TPC meeting in Atlanta
• 50 TPC members from academia & industry
  • Roughly 40% N.America, 40% Europe, 20% Asia+Oceania
Accepted

- N America: 63%
- Europe: 26%
- Africa: 0%
- Central America: 0%
- South America: 0%
- M-East, N Africa: 1%
- Asia: 7%
- Australia & Oceania: 3%
SOME MORE STATISTICS

• Among the 30 accepted papers:
  • Only 8 papers have a co-author that is a TPC member
  • 21 papers received either only positive scores or mostly positive scores (with little disagreement between reviews)
• If we rank all papers (accepted & rejected) based on average review score, the top-30 papers include 25 accepted papers
BEST PAPER

Detection of Maintenance Induced Changes in Service Performance”

Ajay Mahimkar, Zihui Ge, Jia Wang, Jennifer Yates, Yin Zhang, Joanne Emmons, Brian Huntley, and Mark Stockert

CONGRATULATIONS!
FINALLY

- Thanks to all of you…. And

ENJOY!